
Specs

WWiiddth:th: 18" (46cm)

DeDeppth:th: 21" (52cm)

BaBacck Heik Heighght:t: 34" (86cm)

SeaSeat Heit Heighght:t: 19" (47cm)

COCOM YM Yaardardaggee:: .75yd.

Product Options

* When ordering hand trucks for this series specify #15/3000.

Overview

A classic lattice back chair preferred by 5-star hotels for dining and

banquet facilities as well as country clubs. The chair is available

with both the fully open lattice back, Style 3000 shown, or with the

front of the back upholstered but showing the lattice on the back

side. The sewn seat cushion features 2 1/4” of luxurious foam for

extended comfort.

The all welded aluminum frame is fabricated from one inch round,

1/10th wall (25mm/2.4mm) extruded tubing with bamboo ringing

design. The frame is structurally reinforced to ensure many years of

contract service. The back lattice Chinese Chippendale design is

created from 30 individually welded and polished aluminum

spindles 1/2” round (12mm). The legs are fitted with rubber

cushioned triple umbrella clip glides and plated steel base for years

of maintenance free use on all floor surfaces. A formed metal “seat

pan” beneath the seat cushion prevents indentations in the fabric

when chairs are stacked for movement or storage. All foam

cushioning meets the flammability standards of California Bulletin

117.

Covered by patents US 6,837,542 and US D492,495 and D498,366

Features

The legs are fitted with protectively designed glides featuring triple

umbrella clips to assure a permanent hold

The rubber cushioned, chrome plated bottom assures easy

movement on carpeted floors and quiet movement on hard surface

flooring

It stacks 4 high, freestanding

Consult the Standard and Premium metal finishes for selection.
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